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Companies of all sizes and across all sectors are already confronting the challenges of transfer pricing in the digital age: applying long-standing principles to the pricing of digital economy transactions, deciphering the details of various forthcoming or proposed digital services taxes, and adapting legacy systems to capture new types of data on a transaction-by-transaction basis.

This panel is the second of two panels on “Remaking Transfer Pricing for the Digital Age”:

- **Panel 1** examined current policy proposals responding to the tax challenges of digitalization.
- **Panel 2** focuses on how MNEs are planning for, and actively responding to, the tax compliance demands of digitalization and current tax policy proposals.
Panel Outline

1. Digitalized Global Value Chains
   • Transfer Pricing Challenges
   • Going Digitals and Born Digitals

2. Practical Issues in Transfer Pricing Compliance
   • Evolving Digital Value Drivers
   • Customers
   • Data
   • Digital & Human Capital
   • Tax and Regulatory Disrupters
“We’re amid the largest era of institutional change in history, a reformatting of the planet’s operating system.”

-LEONARD BRODY discussing the disruptive changes related to technology in traditionally non-tech spaces
"Born" Digitals
Digital business models
Businesses that are digitalized from inception

"Going" Digitals
Traditional "brick & mortar" businesses that are digitally transforming all or parts of their business
I. Digitalized Global Value Chains
  • Transfer Pricing Challenges
  • Going Digitals and Born Digitals

2. Practical Issues in Transfer Pricing Compliance
  • Evolving Digital Value Drivers
  • Customers
  • Data
  • Digital & Human Capital
  • Tax and Regulatory Disrupters
Evolving Digital Value Drivers

• Value drivers/mix of value drivers –
  ➢ How unique are VDs (or combination of VDs) in digital value chain context?
  ➢ How does integration of digital with traditional FAR impact and re-align value drivers? How to apply traditional TP models to new world facts?

• Virtual business processes
  ➢ What are implications for global distribution of MNE profits?

• Routine vs. non-routine
  ➢ What has changed compared to traditional models?
Evolving Digital Value Drivers (cont’d)

• **Characterization**
  - How to segment between intangible and services?
  - Is the so-called “natural ceiling” on services (compared to intangibles) real? If yes, does it apply to SAAS?

• **Hybrid value chains**
  - What is the interplay between digital and “brick/mortar”?
  - When (and how) do we ring fence digitalized and undigitalized components of integrated FAR?

• **Current risk**
  - Does the combination of overly broad language in corporate HQ or IT charge agreements and fast-paced digitalization create immediate risks for MNCs?
Customers

• How do you determine practically who “owns the customers” in the current landscape?

• How does customer experience (CX) drive value, and how (and by whom) do you capture CX?

• How do you attribute value related to digital marketing? What about indirect marketing?
Data

• Does data represent IP or not?

• When people say, “data is the new oil”
  • Is that true from a TP perspective?
  • If yes, what components comprise the value chain for data in an organization and how we do manage that from a TP perspective?

• How are companies dealing with data support activities such as data centers, connectivity hardware, etc?
How do you value digital labor such as:
- robotic process automation (RPA)?
- What about when RPA is combined with Intelligent Automation (IA) and machine learning or complex analytics?

How do you separate the human from digital components of digitally-enhanced human services?

How do human capital trends such as:
- globally distributed workforce and business services
- hubs/centers of excellence
affect digital, including how you support your DEMPE positions? Country by country reporting?
How are transfer pricing professionals responding to tax policy changes and proposals that are designed to deal with the challenges of the digital economy. In particular, how are MNEs responding to tax policy developments and proposals since the BEPS Action 1 Report?

- US Tax Reform
- OECD/G20 Pillars 1 and 2
- Digital Services Tax
For more reading see attached Supplementary Reading Materials.

Questions ? Comments? Thank-you!
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